HOW TO RUN A
GREAT PARENT
LINKING EVENT
We know that there are not many opportunities in society for
adults to meet other adults who they otherwise wouldn’t meet.
The Schools Linking Programme brings children together but we
also know how important is it to involve parents and communities
in our work.
Here are some ideas to help you get started. Don't forget we've
got resources, ideas and stories to help you on our website
www.thelinkingnetwork.org.uk

START SMALL
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We're not trying to create world peace so don't worry too
much about numbers, a small group of people who've had
a nice time and a meaningful encounter with someone
else is a big deal so don't focus on getting crowds at first!

KNOW YOUR PARENTS
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You won't reach all parents and there may be a typical
parent who will engage and that barriers of work,
childcare, language skills, confidence etc will impact on
who participates and that's OK. Remember that that the
sharing of the experience of those who do participate via
the school playground, social networks, school newsletter,
social media etc. will mean the impact is wider.

INVEST IN
RELATIONSHIPS
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Relationships are key to this work and the foundations for
whatever follows, so focussing on the adults involved and
the support needed for them to begin to build relationships
with each other. Make sure everyone feels comfortable
with what you're doing and that they have fun!
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THINK PARTICIPATION

You don't have to do an activity on your own. Why not look
at whether you can invite children and parents to an
existing event, such as a community clean-up or take part
in something big like a Great Get Together or a
Remembrance Sunday event?

Schools can be scarey places for adults. Don't assume all
parents know each other or have lots of confidence. Make
sure you have enough support so everyone can be welcomed
well and has someone to talk to. Think about the the invitation
- do people know what they're coming to? Is the room warm
enough, is there somewhere to sit, is there a cup of tea and
cake?

TAKE YOUR TIME
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It's really important to plan activities which support parents
to engage and get to know each other not just participating
in something alongside each other So maybe organise a
visit to a softplay centre with a mixed groups of parents sat
together and an activity of basic introductory questions
(we've got some on the website) or invite parents and
children of 2 linked classes to share lunch together before
watching a local football match.

PARTNERSHIPS

BE WELCOMING
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Don't underestimate the need for interactions to be given
enough time and frequency to become meaningful. Also
make sure you allow enough time to ensure that you've got
committment from within the school, can someone senior
pop their head in and meet the parents involved? Can you
take photos and share with others who couldn't come?
Don't rush the planning!

CELEBRATE!
Make sure you celebrate
your event and share it
locally and with us at The
Linking Network, we love
sharing stories of what's
happening across the
Network.

